
Packing and Preparation 

*All this information has come from a multitude of websites and my photography contacts 

 

WHAT KIND OF WEATHER CAN I EXPECT? 

Be prepared for unpredictable days in Norway because of its many local weather systems. Weather 
conditions changes within minutes and kilometers, also resulting in very dramatic light and photographic 
opportunities. Lofoten has a much milder climate than other parts of the world at a similar latitude, such 
as Greenland and Alaska. This is due to the temperature of the water of the Gulfstream. The coastal 
climate results in mild winters and cool summer temperatures. Traditionally, January and February are 
the coldest months with an average temperature of -1 degrees Celsius.  

CLOTHING FOR WINTER 

 

 

• Upper Base Layer: I recommend synthetic shirts, but anything will work really. I typically only 

wear short sleeve shirts and let the other layers do the insulating. 

• Upper Mid Layer: I like a mid-weight fleece, with a hood and preferably some wind blocking 
abilities. I almost never take this off while I’m on the Islands. If I’m hiking around in moderate 
conditions this might be the only layer I have on while I’m moving. My current fleece keeps me 
comfortable down to about -5˚C if I’m moving, and the wind isn’t too strong. 

• Upper Shell Layer: I suggest a proper waterproof jacket, with hood. It doesn’t need to be 
insulated, just water- and windproof. I wear this over the fleece if it’s cold and I’m doing a bit of 
hiking, or if it gets windy. If I’m just standing around on a beach, it usually stays in the car/bag. 
You can get away with using a windproof soft-shell, which will insulate a bit more, but if it does 
rain, you might get a little soggy. 

• Upper Insulation Layer: A sufficiently insulated down/synthetic jacket, preferably with hood, 
but not totally necessary. I typically always have this on while outside. I have used the lighter 
down jackets, but find I tend to get a bit chilly if I stop moving, so prefer something a bit 
warmer. 

** In other words, a 3 in 1 water and windproof jacket. REI and Columbia make great jackets.  

• Head: A beanie is a must. Preferably something fleece lined with a bit of windproof-ness (I get 
cold ears!). I would also recommend a light balaclava or something else to cover a bit of your 
face/neck if it gets windy. 



• Hands: Gloves are also a must. I would recommend 2 pairs: a lightweight fleece pair or texting 
thermal glove, if it is just a little cold but which allow you to fully work with your camera. And a 
heavier, ski type glove should the conditions turn towards the worst. Those mittens that you can 
fold back, to free your fingers can also be handy to make a quick few camera adjustments.  

• For my legs I typically like to use a soft-shell and long underwear combination on days that are 
cold and fairly settled. If I think there might be a chance of rain or the day is particularly windy, 
I’ll go with a pair of hard-shells (ski type) pants for a bit more protection. I will typically carry one 
pair of each. 

• Lower Hard-shell Layer: Doesn’t need to be anything fancy, but I like something that is a bit 
more ‘normal’ looking that I can just wear on a day-to-day basis. I also like pants that have legs 
zips of some sort, so I can vent heat and keep from sweating while hiking mountains. 
Alternatively, a set of pull-over rain pants can be a cheaper solution than dedicated winter hard-
shells. 

• Lower Soft-shell Layer: A bit more comfortable than hard-shells, but still with good wind 
protection. Not typically waterproof though, so no good if it rains. I usually wear a mid/heavy 
weight version for a bit of extra warmth. 

• Long Underwear: I almost always have a set of light/mid weight long underwear on while 
outside. This helps to separate the wind-chilled pants from your legs, while providing a bit more 
insulation. If you generally live in a warm climate, I would suggest getting a heavy weight pair for 
a bit more warmth. 

• Socks: Any wool/synthetic mid/heavy weight hiking type sock. 

• Footwear:  At a minimum, a good waterproof hiking boot will be needed. A major source of heat 
loss can be from your feet while standing around on ice and frozen beaches. A few times I have 
arrived on Lofoten after travels elsewhere, and only with some light hiking shoes and frozen 
toes were often my weakness.  If you don’t plan on much hiking, then I would strongly suggest a 
pair of insulated winter boots. They don’t need to be those giant, fur lined ones, but something 
with a bit of extra warmth. And make sure they are waterproof. Highly recommended are ones 
with micro spikes or traction for winter surfaces. 

   Make sure you break your boots in before you bring them on a trip.  These are 
my actual boots melted from a hot spring in Iceland because I let them sit in a box for a year and dry rot 
the bottoms.   

• Body Warmers:  keeps your hands, feet, and body warm:  

• Gaiters: I like to wear gaiters all day long. This way I can jump down snowy slopes and not have 
to worry about getting snow in my shoes. Not a requirement, but handy. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Achiou-Touchscreen-Winter-Gloves-Texting/dp/B077N52B52/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&qid=1546802817&sr=8-7&keywords=gloves+with+touch+screen+fingers&linkCode=sl1&tag=ek24-20&linkId=3065c7ea991516e0a22c2ed357beeeab&language=en_US
https://www.amazon.com/WORLD-BIO-Warmers-Disposable-Adhesive-Backing/dp/B01N8QBSTX/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&qid=1546802319&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=hand+and+body+warmers&psc=1&linkCode=sl1&tag=ek24-20&linkId=982d1404b75f51612158fd8830ba4dd8&language=en_US


** I am working on some discounts since I need to buy new boots, a new jacket, and almost all new stuff 
since I bought cheap stuff when I went to Iceland and it fell apart. I have no problem sharing my deals 
since I am trying to negotiate discounts for a few retailers.  Stay tuned.  

 

WHAT IS THE ITINERARY GOING TO BE LIKE? 

There is an itinerary however this is a full-on photography tour/adventure, so the activities are planned 
around sunrise, sunset and night photography excursions. The whole archipelago is packed with 
locations, so the weather and light conditions will decide where we will go. Though, we have a list of 
locations we will visit throughout the week, but we don’t know which day or time of day we will visit 
that specific location. We will need to be flexible to take on mother nature.  Plus, every night is an 
opportunity to chase the dazzling Northern Lights.  

CAMERA GEAR  

All camera gear is recommended in one carry-on bag for the plane (tripod and small things can go in 
checked back).   The best gear is a book bag/hiking bag that will be your go to bag for the trip.  The best 
bag I ever bought was the LowePro 250.  It has room for my camera 4 lens, all my batteries, all my 
filters, extra cords, etc. Plus, it holds my laptop, my wallet, and my phone.  Why?? On international 
flights unless you want to pay another 100.00 you get one carry on item, so ladies my purse stays home 
in the US and I split my stuff between my camera book bag and my checked bag.   

FILTERS 

 Neutral density filters are an invaluable tool for me, even in the relative darkness of winter, with a 6 
stop ND being my most used. 

CAMERA COVER 

To help protect your camera from the weather, rain, and sea spray, a camera cover can be a useful item 
to carry. This will keep you from having to take shelter every time a bit of rain begins to fall from the sky 
or sea spray covers your camera from a crashing wave.  I bought this one on Amazon for 20.00 and I was 
able to photograph under a downpouring waterfall.  Here are a few others: DiCaPac,  a longer one to 
also cover some of the tripod by MOVO,  and Canon has their own brand.   

LENS CLEANING 

I do not recommend a cloth since the sea spray can make those cloths sticky and salty. Best bet is buying 
some disposable premoistened cleaning cloths.  

LENSES 

Bring something you are comfortable shooting with.  A great fast wide lens a 14-28 2.8 is great for the 
northern lights (or equivalent for other cameras) A walk about lens such as my 18-120 F4 works great for 
my mountain travels in Switzerland and I wish I had it when I was in Iceland. It really depends on what 
you are shooting for.  When you travel internationally you must choose your lens for the location.  
Remember you will be carrying most of your equipment daily.  In speaking with multiple photographers 
at this location they rarely use a lens over 200mm. It is heavy and doesn’t serve the purpose for the 

https://www.amazon.com/Lowepro-Fastpack-BP-250-Travel-Ready/dp/B00U3TQR6O/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=lowepro+250&qid=1554546149&s=gateway&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Altura-Photo-Professional-Cover-Cameras/dp/B004AH10K8/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=waterproof+camera+cover&qid=1554545680&s=gateway&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/DiCAPac-WP-S10-DSLR-Camera-Waterproof/dp/B00169HXW2/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=waterproof+camera+cover&qid=1554545900&s=gateway&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Movo-Extra-Long-Waterproof-Camera-Metallic/dp/B01LMZP5X8/ref=sr_1_14?keywords=waterproof+camera+cover&qid=1554545957&s=gateway&sr=8-14
https://www.amazon.com/Canon-1759C001-Rain-Cover-ERC-E5M/dp/B01KURGUOC/ref=sr_1_24?keywords=waterproof+camera+cover&qid=1554546000&s=gateway&sr=8-24


landscape. They also stated having a fixed 24mm lens was difficult because sometimes you needed just 
a little more flexibility with the wide angle.  

TRIPOD 

You need something strong and sturdy that can withstand the wind and weather.  Even If it is light out it 
is difficult to shoot in winter without a tripod to sturdy the camera.  This goes in your checked bag.  

MEMORY CARDS 

Have enough of them and back up your photos every time you lay down for the night.  All of our places 

have Wi-Fi so you can do that.  

BATTERIES 

Have extras and charged before you go.  

** For all your needs do not forget to check out B and H Photo who was one of our sponsors for the 

Annual Event this year.   

ELECTRICAL PLUGS 

I will provide everyone with the correct ones with converters so do not worry. You will be able to charge 

your items. They are type F and have to have the built-in converter. These will also be yours to keep.  

BAGS FOR THE AIRPORT 

1 Checked bag that fits all your clothes, toiletries, and your tripod.  I travelled to Iceland for 9 days and 

yes when you are travelling there will be clothes you wear again. You will have on your snow/winter 

pants over your jeans/leggings every day.   Limit that to 2-3 pairs.  Bring your clothes in layers, tank tops, 

short sleeves, thermals, etc.  That way you can layer up and down with the weather.  Get a jacket that 

has layers. This way you are prepared for all types of weather.   

1 camera bag (carry on).  Remember how ever big a carry-on bag (must fit in the overhead) you will 

most likely be using that to transport your gear in day to day in the van.   

 

Think about what you are packing. You do not need everything.  Take the time to think about your gear.  

 

WHAT AM I MISSING? 

Do not forget to take care of your cell phone and ensure you have international data and or calling 

Make sure you have a travel plan if you use your bank card an or credit card, so it doesn’t flag for fraud. 

(you can set up in advance) 

Do not forget your documents: a passport and drivers license.   

Chapstick and winter lotion: do not leave home without it 

 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/


WINTER SHOOTING TIPS   

• Avoid quick temperature changes with your camera to keep condensation from steaming up 

your lens, or worse. Once the camera is cold, be especially careful how quickly you warm it up 

once done shooting/returning to the car. A few options are: return the camera to your bag 

before entering a warm area, this way it will have time to slowly warm up to room temperature. 

Throw a jacket over the camera if it’s sitting on a seat in the car when you’re just hoping in and 

out quickly. Keep the car cool and your jackets on; use the floor heaters to only heat your feet 

up. Once returning to your accommodation, let the camera sit in the bag for a couple hours 

before taking it out. 

• If using a metal tripod, you will want to insulate the legs to keep your hands from getting cold. 

Pipe insulation from a hardware store and a little tape to keep it secure is a simple (albeit not so 

pretty) solution. 

• On especially cold days, keep a spare battery or two in the inside pocket (against your body) of 

your jacket. While most modern cameras should have decent battery life in the mild cold of 

Lofoten, it is better safe than sorry. 

• Ball Heads Freezing in Winter: keep the ball head clean. If there is any type of grease or lubricant 

on it, it freezes in cold temperatures. There isn’t much of a solution except clean it before you 

go out in the weather and properly let it warm up when you are done.  

• After you have finished shooting for the day, prepare your camera for northern lights: Change to 

a wide-angle lens, put in a fresh battery, make sure there is enough space on the memory card, 

adjust ISO, etc. The northern lights can be quick and sudden, so by the time you get to a 

location, you don’t want to waste any more valuable time fidgeting around with your camera in 

the dark and shining your headlamp all over the place.  

 

I know this is long but preparing for an Artic Photography Trip does take preparation. Please reach out 

to me if you have any questions or need further suggestions.   Like I said I will be working out some 

awesome discounts so I can replace some of my winter clothing over the next few months.  

 

 


